Invitation to the INTOSAI WGEA International Training Programme on
“Introduction to Environment Auditing and International Workshop on “Biodiversity”

Supreme Audit Institution of India has an International Centre for Environment Audit & Sustainable Development (iCED) for training staff on environment audit and sustainable development, at Jaipur, India. iCED is a Global Training Facility (GTF) of INTOSAI – Working Group on Environment Audit (WGEA).

2. iCED is organising the 8th International Training Programme (ITP) on “Introduction to Environment Auditing” and the 4th International Workshop on “Biodiversity” for audit personnel from INTOSAI member countries from November 23rd to December 05th, 2020 and 22nd February to 26th February, 2021 respectively.

3. On behalf of Chair of INTOSAI WGEA and SAI India, we invite SAIs to send participants, separately, to attend ITP on “Introduction to Environment Audit” and International Workshop on “Biodiversity” at iCED.

4. The Nomination Form for International Training programme and International Workshop along with an information brochure containing details of ITP, workshop and iCED are attached with this invitation letter.

5. In view of the contemporary situation relating to Covid-19 all over the world, precautions will be taken as per the guidelines issued by Government of India and the State Government, Rajasthan for conducting the training and the workshop. The situation would be reviewed in the month of September and other options for training may be explored accordingly as per then prevailing circumstances and government guidelines.

Yours sincerely,

(Tytti Yli-Vilkari)
Chair of INTOSAI WGEA & Auditor General, NAO, Finland

(Rajiv Mehrishi)
Comptroller & Auditor General of India